
RESIDENCY SPACE
WORKSHOP
BLACK BOX



GENERAL
Werktank workshop, residency space, blackbox and offices are all located in Ateliers Minnoye. Ateliers Min-
noye is an off-space for arts and artisans, situated just a five-minute walk from the Leuven station. In addition 
to the dedicated Werktank areas, there is also a shared kitchen and a co-working space available for office 
work. Within Ateliers Minnoye, a total of 10 other makers and artists find their creative abodes. All the spac-
es within the facility are equipped with heating capabilities.

Werktank
Pieter Nollekensstraat 85
3010 Leuven



WORKSHOP
The Werktank workshop is an open space of 200 square meters located in the central hall of Ateliers Min-
noye. 

Metal and woodworking. 
Welding machines,  pipe bender for metal, crosscut saws for metal and wood, column drill, all necessary 
handtools (drills, screwing machines, ...), panel saw, bandsaw, sheet bender for metal.

Electronics.
Welding station, 3D printer makerbot replicator, pen plotter, CNC cutter, computers, ...

Other
2 small and one industruial sewing machine, various other tools for textile. Heatpress. 15 bar compressor + 
various tools for the compressor. Chainsaw. Two transpallets. Forklift. 



BLACKBOX

The blackbox is 25 square meters. Three walls are shielded with black flannel curtain. The fourth wall is paint-
ed black. On the concrete, gray floor is a black carpet that can be taken away.

Lights and DMX
Two profile spots, 5 small led profile spots, PC spot, par spot, pin spots, strobe. dimmers, fog machine, fans, 
IR lights and filters, cables...

Video
Small camera’s (old), short throw and standard projectors, analogue videomixer, play-out systems. Cables. We 
have a lot of old analogue video equipment. Feel free to play with it, dismantle it and turn it into art!

Audio
Microphones, small and big speakers, 5 channel audio mixers, audio interface, headphones, cables...



RESIDENCY SPACE

The residency space is an empty space of 40 square meters. There is a water connection and drainage and 
a 400 volt connection. Workspace can be used during a residency. The blackbox can be used if available. 
So if you need the blackbox be sure to let us know.




